Nurses’ Experiences and Perceptions of Hourly Rounding: A Private Australian Catholic Hospital Single Case Study
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Introduction

Nurses are central caregivers in hospital contexts. They have a pivotal role in caregiving, securing patient safety and diagnosing alterations to health status and intervening to prevent deterioration [1]. Meaningful engagement with patients by caregivers enables caregivers to assess physiological and emotional wellbeing and intervene when and if appropriate. A nursing practice that seeks to enhance nurses’ interactions with patients and improve patient outcomes is hourly rounding [2,3]. Rounding involves regular surveillance of patients, and their immediate environment, to identify potential hazards and monitor patient health status to enhance the likelihood that deterioration will be identified and interventions initiated [4].
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are associated with positive outcomes. Patients feel safe and confident about their care, there is a reduction in patients’ use of call bells and adverse events such as falls, medication errors and patient deterioration prevented [5,6].

• However, a number of barriers to effective hourly rounding have been reported. A systematic review [7] reported that competing tasks and priorities, limited time, and the workload in medical-surgical units were considered to interfere with consistent hourly rounding. Further, staff thought that the documentation associated with rounding was irrelevant and a waste of time. Lack of staff engagement in the process, challenges of meeting specific patient needs and lack of staff education prior to implementation were also identified as barriers.

• Many researchers have commented that a significant challenge reported by nurses who have used hourly rounding is the additional burden on their time [4,8]. Listening to nurses concerns and providing opportunities for comment and recommendations is a commonly advocated step in any change process including the introduction of new approaches to nursing work such as rounding [4,9].

• In 2014, rounding practices were implemented in a medical/surgical ward at a Catholic private acute care regional hospital in Victoria, Australia, with the aims of reducing the risk of patient falls and enhancing the patient experience. This study sought to understand the nurses’ experiences and perceptions of rounding following this implementation, using a qualitative exploratory descriptive single case study design.

Methodology

In Australia, there are two levels of regulated nurses: Registered nurses (RNs), who are degree prepared and are the largest group, and enrolled nurses (ENs), who are diploma level educated [10]. The hospital and the ward involved in this study utilises a team nursing model of care [11,12]. The teams most often involved were nurses who were generally registered nurses. The teams were allocated patients to whom they deliver total patient care.

A qualitative exploratory descriptive single case study design was employed [13]. All registered and enrolled nurses working at the hospital who were implementing hourly rounding, during a 12-month implementation period, were eligible to participate in the study. Participation in the study was voluntary and time release from work for the study was accommodated.

Confidential individual interviews were conducted, using a Heideggerian hermeneutic phenomenological interview approach, over a five-week period in late 2015. They were based on a set of questions (Table 1) which, where appropriate, were supplemented with probing to further explore participants’ responses or to seek clarification.

All interviews were digitally recorded and subsequently transcribed verbatim. The textual data generated from the interviews were examined using content and thematic analysis techniques. Each transcript was read several times in order to familiarise the reader with the text, followed by content analysis, producing an overview of the transcript, and line-by-line thematic analysis. This approach led to the distillation of key phrases and/or conceptualisations (codes) that reflected participants’ experiences. These were further interrogated and like codes were clustered and given descriptive titles that reflected the theme. Finally, all analyses were compared, with like ideas grouped together under an existing code or a new code that better reflected the central theme [14-16]. Implicit and explicit ideas embedded in the texts were isolated, enabling the phenomenon of interest to be explicated: Nurses’ experiences and perceptions of hourly rounding.

This study was been approved by the organisation’s Human Research Ethics Committee.

Findings

A satisfactory level of participation was achieved in the study with 40% of nurses employed on the ward taking part. Fifteen (15) nurses were interviewed. Fourteen (14) of the interviews were conducted face-to-face, on-site at the hospital, in a quiet private space on the ward where the nurses worked. For logistical reasons, one (1) interview was conducted via telephone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Can you tell me about your experience of ‘rounding’?</td>
<td>Enhance practice; Improve patient satisfaction; Reduce risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. What do you consider to be the strengths associated with incorporating ‘rounding’ into your practice?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Can you tell me about any challenges that you faced when using ‘rounding’?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Can you tell me about any challenges that you faced when using ‘rounding’?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Thinking about the whole nursing team can you tell me what you think the team feels about ‘rounding’ and why?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Are there any recommendations that you would make to:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Enhance practice;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Improve patient satisfaction and;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Reduce risks?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Interview questions.
I haven’t had someone come in to me for the last four hours, I’ve been sitting in this bed and no one has actually been in to check on me. (RN1)

Barriers to rounding practice

High workload and time pressure: The busy nature of the ward was highlighted as a factor that impacted on participants’ capacity to comply with the hourly rounding protocol. Participants explained that competing priorities, such as preparing patients for theatre, or monitoring patients on return from theatre, took precedence over other activities:

... a busy day on the surgical ward, and seeing that I’ve missed four or five roundings. Because I’ve just been so busy picking up patients or doing whatever else I have been doing. (RN2)

It was felt that the busyness of some shifts made it hard, if not impossible, to comply with the hourly rounding protocol:

I do it when I’ve got time. And I try and consciously do it. I do it more on an afternoon shift; on a morning shift not so much. (RN2)

Documentation: Much of the participants’ concerns about hourly rounding focussed on the completion of the rounding documentation. The nurses were required to record each rounding visit on a chart. They needed to record the date, time of visit and the following patient status codes as appropriate: C (comfortable); T (toileting); L (leave/appointment); PAC (pressure area care); S (sleeping); R (refused); A (analgesia). The charts were stored in a locked drop-down box outside the patients’ rooms, along with other paperwork.

All participants commented on the burden related to hourly rounding documentation. While participants accepted that completion of rounding documentation was required, time pressures meant that compliance was difficult:

I think it’s a good idea, but it is not very practical … We already do a lot of paperwork and … you just can’t do it. And it’s not a priority, at all… if people come ‘round and say ‘oh you haven’t been filling in it’ and I think that is totally unreasonable, because you can’t. (RN2)

I haven’t had a chance to write it down; I’d like to but I don’t want to fill it in just because. I don’t want to just write ‘yes they’ve been comfortable’ and just tick-tick-tick because I don’t feel like that’s giving accurate data from me actually doing it. (RN3)

Although I’ve been into the rooms I haven’t actually had a chance to tick off my rounding. (RN2)

Some admitted that document completion was often retrospective:

... we get really busy and it’s kind of put on the back burner a bit, like we probably don’t fill it in, it’s probably

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Characteristics of participants: Gender, qualifications, employment status, length of service.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Eight (8) interviews involved two researchers and seven (7) interviews were conducted by one researcher. The duration of interviews was, on average, 17 minutes (Mean = 16.44, SD = 5.04).

Participant characteristics are shown in Table 2.

The experiences and perceptions of the nurse participants involved in the study were found to centre on the following themes and subthemes:

1. Support for rounding practice
2. Barriers to rounding practice
   a) High workload and time-pressure
   b) Documentation

Support for rounding practice

The majority of participants felt that hourly rounding complemented and supported quality nursing care:

... the introduction of the tool was good in a way that it, sort of, prompted people to be more vigilant with what they are doing with their patients. (RN1)

Some participants reported that the patients appreciated the additional time nurses spent with them. When told that there would be hourly rounding some patients responded:

‘Oh wow, that’s great’... ‘Oh wow, I’ve never been told that before - I thought you just came in when we buzzed’

For most participants, hourly rounding was a viewed as a team process. Knowing the patients and sharing information with the nursing team throughout each shift and across shifts was valued. Implementing rounding on a trial basis was thought to be a useful process.

Rounding was also considered to provide nurses with both peace of mind and evidence of care:

I try to get around and introduce myself and check on each patient throughout the course of the shift, but it’s nice to actually have that peace of mind that each patient is being looked in on at least every hour.

So that it’s not then possible for them to say ‘well
one of the last pieces of work to get done. (RN4)

One experienced registered nurse, while considering hourly rounding to be a useful approach ‘... [it was] drilled into us years ago - round on the patients every hour, it was just never recorded’, reported finding the documentation challenging:

... I fall behind in it. I try to keep up with the time but then a couple hours can go by and you haven’t written down the time. And I notice people doing it retrospectively. ‘Oh yes I was in there at that time but didn’t sign the form’. (RN5)

Some participants were concerned that failure to complete documentation would impact negatively on their reputation. One participant initially thought that hourly rounding was about checking up on the nurses and expressed concern about how others would perceive incomplete documentation:

... you get to the end of a shift and you see it’s not documenting, so then I’m worried that whoever reads that, is now going to think well [name] hasn’t been in there for five hours, which isn’t the case, but that’s just how it makes you feel sometimes. (RN4)

There was also concern that the documentation failed to capture the reality of the work load:

Sometimes you are actually with a patient more than ten times within the hour but you may see at the end of the day that within that hour there is no evidence that someone has ticked off to say I looked after them for one or two or three things. (RN1)

It was also thought that the predetermined categories of patient status did not reflect the reality for some:

... yesterday we had a patient pass away ... She was comfortable but she was also unconscious ... I don’t know what else you would write other than ‘comfortable’ but this is where it gets, where we were all discussing it, ... I don’t know what wording you would use because, she was dying and in a sense she was comfortable, and an hour later she’s gone. (RN6)

She was also concerned that as the documentation was being used in a limited way and could fail to capture potentially important information. She provided the following scenario to highlight her anxiety about the current tool:

Probably the issue is that people aren’t writing; they tend to be more just putting ‘comfortable’ ‘asleep’ or you know, that sort of thing... I don’t think it’s quite capturing, it’s not bad, but sometimes patients are in between ‘comfortable’ and ‘analgesia’ ... If the patient was agitated you would write ‘agitated’ ... we just need a bit more work around that

... At the end of the day those documents are lawful documents that can be subpoenaed so it is important that if something is out of the ordinary that people understand that there is an opportunity to maybe write something else. (RN6)

Difficulty of access to the rounding documentation was also thought to be a barrier to compliance. Many participants commented that the documentation’s location in a locked box outside the rooms was a problem:

Oh yes I was in there at that time but didn’t sign the form, because the form is outside in the locked up box. (RN5)

One suggestion to overcome this was to use the whiteboards already in patients’ rooms:

... we’ve got those boards in the room, the white boards, if you just had it on that, when you went in to do someone’s obs you signed, you’re in there, they’re comfortable, easy. (RN2)

The location of the documentation in secured boxes was also seen as a barrier to coordination of team based care. It was felt that easier access to rounding information would enable team members to determine whether a patient visit was due and could avoid duplication:

... if we had like a rounding check on our planner it might be good and then I can ‘oh my colleague’s already been in there she’s done that’ ‘cause sometimes you can go into a room and say, ‘do you need to go the toilet’ and they’ll say, ‘My colleague only asked me ten minutes ago’. So sometimes we can double up. (RN4)

However, concern about documentation was not unanimous. One night-duty nurse considered completion of the documentation to be easy. Although, he added that on night duty there is more time to focus on the documentation and therefore it is less burdensome than it is on day and evening shifts:

... you’ve got a bit more time to usually sit down and do it and make sure that you’re doing it properly. Obviously you are not talking to the patient waking them up all the time but it’s a good record of what happens overnight. (RN7)

This again suggests that the busyness of the unit may be a factor contributing the difficulties associated with documentation compliance.

Implementation and management

The nurses’ experience of rounding, and their subsequent comments about it, occurred within the context of a 12-month implementation program. The following gives an overview of the features and challenges of implementation of rounding practice at the hospital.

Nature of workforce: The nursing workforce in Australia, and at this hospital, is predominantly part-time and there is a high degree of use of casual staff to meet workforce requirements. In this study, 86.6%
of the nurses participating had part-time positions. This workforce structure has the potential to present problems for the implementation of practice changes. It would be difficult to ensure that all members of a large casual or part-time workforce are well informed about changes and are completely familiar with the practice protocol.

**Change of documentation:** The hospital found it necessary to change the nature of the rounding documentation during the period of implementation. The initial chart had a strong focus on hourly rounding and used a 24-hour clock image, with hourly segments, where nurses recorded their compliance with the rounding protocol. This method of charting was unfamiliar to the nurses and they raised their concerns about it with the ward management. Consequently, the chart was replaced with one that reflected the formatting of other nursing data collection forms such as care plans, observation charts and medication charting.

**Education of nurses:** Prior to implementation of the hourly rounding pilot, nursing staff participated in a professional development program to acquaint them with hourly rounding practice. However, not all nurses rostered to the ward were able to attend and there was no provision made for subsequently educating new staff members or casual nursing staff.

**Monitoring of rounding performance:** Rounding documentation was audited by the Nurse Unit Managers who provided feedback to nurses at handovers and at weekly staff meetings.

**Change from hourly:** While the initial rounding protocol implemented at the hospital required hourly rounding, over the course of the implementation this changed to a less frequent, more opportunity based routine. This change was unofficially initiated by the nurses who found they were unable to comply with the hourly protocol. While acknowledging that hourly rounding would be ideal, participants found they needed to modify their practice to accommodate the high workloads and competing demands they experienced.

**Discussion**

This study found that the rounding protocol was perceived to be useful and was overall supported by the participants. However, full compliance with the protocol was found to be challenging. Heavy workloads and the busyness of the wards made it difficult to achieve rounding visits on an hourly basis and the requirement to document the rounding visits was perceived to be a burden and considered to be of low priority. This perceived burden of the documentation was in line with other studies reporting concern about the documentation requirement associated with rounding practices [17,18].

The introduction of any change, such as the adoption of rounding practices, requires organisational commitment and investment in developing and implementing a well-planned change process. This should include considered communication, education and training strategies [19,20] that engage the staff who will be impacted [21]. In the Australian setting, where there is casualization of the workforce, and in the setting of this study where the majority of staff were part-time, ensuring adequate and consistent communication and education can be difficult.

Change processes must include opportunity for discussion throughout, and following, implementation. Listening and responding to end users is advocated and can be the deciding factor between successful or unsuccessful change processes [19]. The findings of this study suggest that hourly rounding should be modified to align with current work practices and the model of care used within the organisation in agreement with McLeod and Telzlaff [3].

These authors advocate ongoing consultation with nursing staff to identify facilitators and barriers that enhance and/or impede rounding. Furthermore, they suggest collaborative problem solving as a necessary technique to secure ongoing sustainability of this process. Such approaches could be the catalyst for staff development projects of the future.

Operationalizing the rounding practice protocol was difficult, however, and resulted in modifications being implemented that included moving from hourly to purposeful rounding. Relocating nursing documentation and reviewing the model of care were highlighted as recommendations to improve compliance and support ongoing sustainability of purposeful rounding.

**Limitations**

This study was undertaken to evaluate nurses’ experiences of hourly rounding on a single ward of a private hospital. While there was a good level of participation in the study, with 40% of nurses employed on the ward taking part, the data collection was limited to only a single time point, i.e. following the completion of the 12-month implementation period. It is possible that capturing nurses’ perceptions at a number of times points throughout the period may have revealed changes in perceptions, possibly providing additional insights to inform the effective implementation of rounding practices.

**Conclusion**

This study has presented an evaluation of nurses’ experiences and perceptions of hourly rounding that was introduced on a ward of a private Australian Catholic regional hospital. The study findings indicated that nurses were supportive of the overall intent of hourly rounding but encountered problems operationalizing the practice protocol. The ‘busyness’ of the ward, and the model of
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